
PCI Security Assessment
Your security partner, advocate, and member of your team.

TELUS PCI Security Assessments are focused on assisting organizations in meeting PCI-DSS v.3.2 
standard requirements 11.2 and 11.3. TELUS tailored PCI testing offering consists of the following:

TELUS Security

Internal network vulnerability scans (PCI DSS 11.2.1 and 11.2.3 requirement)

  Scanning with at least 2 different scanning engines.

  Manual validation of issues to remove false positives.

  Reporting includes identifying PCI impacting findings based on TELUS vulnerabilities risk assessment methodology.

Consulting services for external vulnerability scans via a PCI Council Approved      
Scanning Vendor (ASV) (PCI DSS 11.2.2 and 11.2.3 requirement)

  Helping clients to acquire service from ASV vendor.

  Performing quarterly ASV scans, analysing results with manual confirmation of findings – to tag potential false 
      positive findings.

  ASV report analysis. As ASV report is directly provided by ASV tool, potential false positive findings are documented 
      by TELUS and presented to ASV representative with a goal to be removed by the ASV for the final report.

Internal and external Penetration testing (PCI DSS 11.3 requirement – 11.3.1 – 11.3.4)

  Based on industry-accepted penetration testing approaches - PTES and NIST SP800-115.

  Includes coverage for the entire Cardholder Data Environment (CDE) perimeter and critical systems.

  Includes testing from both inside and outside the network - penetration testing is focused on segmentation 
      controls, both from outside the organization’s network and from inside the network but outside of the CDE, to 
      confirm that is not possible to bypass segmentation controls to access the CDE.

  Includes testing to validate segmentation and scope-reduction controls.

  Includes application-layer penetration tests based on OWASP top 10.

  Includes network-layer penetration tests of    components that support network functions as well as operating   
      systems.

  Report includes found exploits (PCI impacting findings) based on TELUS Penetration Testing methodology following 
      PCI DSS Penetration Testing Guidance v 1.0.



For more information, contact kim.schreader@telus.com, 
nev.kent@telus.com or your Security Practice Lead. 
telus.com/BusinessSecurity

Our Methodology

Penetration Testing of PCI Environments is rooted in industry accepted best practices 
(PTES and NIST SP800-11). This methodology consists of seven phases:

TELUS Security

 Pre-engagement Interactions
Defining scope with special attention to applicable segmentation of Cardholder Data Environment 
(CDE).

Intelligence Gathering
Performing reconnaissance against a target to gather as much information as possible to be utilized 
when penetrating the target during the vulnerability assessment and exploitation phases.

Threat Modeling
Focuses on assets and attacker (threat), broken down into business assets and business processes 
and the threat communities and their capabilities.  

Vulnerability Analysis
Process of discovering flaws in systems and applications which can be leveraged by an attacker. These 
flaws can range anywhere from host and service misconfiguration, or insecure application design.

Exploitation
Focuses solely on establishing access to a system or resource by bypassing security   restrictions. The 
main focus is to identify the main entry point into the organization and to identify high value target 
assets.

Post Exploitation 
To determine the value of the machine compromised and to maintain control of the machine for later 
use. The value of the machine is determined by the sensitivity of the data stored on it and the machines 
usefulness in further compromising the network.

Reporting
Final phase documenting findings with executive summary, detailed description of findings and penetra-
tion test narrative.


